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Human serum albumin (HSA) is an important biomarker for diagnosing nephropatHy. Traditional 
microalbumin detection is easy affected by the intake of certain medicines. such as aspirin. 
corticosteroids and antibiotics. In this research, the surface plasmon resonance (SPR) biosensor 
technique was used to detect HSA. The anthraquinone dye Cibacron Blue F3G-A (CB) is used as a receptor 
which has a specific affinity for HSA. The purpose of this study is establishing the optimum conditions for 
SPR to detect HSA. The results exhibited that the sensor chip has high affinity as well as high capacity at 
pH 4 with 0.05 M sodium chloride. In addition. linear response appeared in the range of 0.01-0.1 mg/ml 
HSA and the detecting limit was 4 flog/mi. This methodology may prove to be useful in clinical diagnosis 
and may serve as an assay for HSA binding ability. 

© 2011 Taiwan Institute of Chemical Engineers. Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 

1. Introduction 

Human serum albumin (HSA) is commonly found in the blood 
and is filtered by the kidneys. If the kidneys are damaged, first 
symptom is small amounts of HSA will leak into the urine. It is 
caIled micro albuminuria. However. many other conditions can 
lead to kidney damage, such as high blood pressure, heart failure, 
cirrhosis. or systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) (LiE~vre et al., 
2000). Microalbumin is the earliest clinical symptom in renal r 
disease, defined as 30-300 mg/dl of albumin in the urine (Pantelis 
and George. 2006; Spyridon et aL, 2005). In the early stage of 
kidney damage. treatment with angiotensin-converting enzyme 
(ACE) inhibitors and angiotensin receptor blockers (ARB) may 
prevent progression to overt proteinuria and end renal failure 
stage in patients (Lewis et al., 2001). Therefore, regular screening to 
detect microalbumin is essential. Currently. HSA is usually 
measured by immunoturbidimetric assays (ITA) (Ottavio et al., 
1992). The ITA method is widely used to estimate the quantity of 
albumin present in urine. It is time-consuming and may be affected 
by the intake of certain medicines, such as aspirin, corticosterqids, 
and some antibiotics (Pagana and Pagana. 2006). 

In this research. the surface plasmon resonance (SPR) biosensor 
technique was used to detect HSA SPR is one of the most sensitive 
direct non-labeled optical sensing techniques for real-time 
monitoring of biological and chemical interactions (Chen et al., 

0 

2005; Nan et a!., 2007; Ying et al., 2007). The aim of this study is to 
develop a new method for detecting microalbumin, including 

• Corresponding author. Tel.: +886 3 422 7151x34222: fax: +886 3 422 5258. 
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surface modification Chemistry of the sensor chip. In addition, this 
study seeks to determine the optimum condition for det.ecting 
HSA. 

2. Methods and materials 

2.1. Chemicals and reagents 

Cibacron Blue F3GA (CB) was purchased from Acros Organics 
(USA), while (1-Mercaptoundec-l1-yl)tetra( ethylene glycol) (PEG
thiol), lysozyme, and human serum albumin (HSA) were obtained 
from Sigma (USA). The pH of the adsorption buffer was varied 
between 3. 4, 5 and 7.4 using different buffer systems (0.1 M 
CH3COONa-/CH3COOH for pH 3.0, 4.0,5.0; 0.1 M K2HP04-/I<H2P04 
for pH 7.4), with each one containing different concentrations of 
sodium chloride (0 M, 0.05 M, and 0.15 M). respectively. Other 
reagents and solvents were purchased commercially and were 
used without further purification. 

2.2. Surface modification 

2.2.1. Chip fabrication 
In this study, SF11 optical glass substrates were used as sensor 

chips and coated with 1 nm adhesion-promoting Chromium layer 
and 47.5 nm surface plasmon active gold layer through thermal 
evaporation under vacuum. 

2.2.2. Preparation of self-assembled monolayer 
A schematic diagram of the PEG-CB membrane surface 

modification procedures is shown in Fig. 1. A 0.2 mM ethylene 
glycol alkanethiol (PEG) was dissolved in absolute ethanol. The 

1876-1070/$ - see front matter C 2011 Taiwan Institute of Chemical Engineers. Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the surface modification procedures of the PEG-CB membrane. 

chips were then cleaned by UV·ozone for 20 min. Following UV 
cleaning. these chips were again exhaustively rinsed with water 
followed by absolute ethanol. The cleaned chips were immersed in 
the PEG solution described above overnight at 37°C. Then. the 
modified chip was washed several times with absolute ethanol and 
dried under nitrogen. 

2.23. CB immobilization 
CB was immobilized on the PEG membranes. via the nuc\e~ 

philic reaction between the chloride of its triazine ring and the 
hydroxyl group of the PEG molecule under al1(aline conditions 
(pH .. 11). First. the PEG.modified chip was immersed in a 2 mM CB 
dye solution for 30 min at 60°C. in order to make CB dispersion on 
the chip surface well. After 30 min, an equal volume of Na2C03 
aqueous solution (1 wt%) was added slowly to accelerate the 
nucleophilic reaction between the dye and the hydroxyl group of 
the PEG molecule. which took place for 4 h at 80 "C. Finally. the 
PEG·CB monolayer was washed with Of water. The immobilizing 
process was followed by the previously literatures (Altintas and 
Denizli. 2006; Christina et al., 2003; Handan et at. 2003; Hua and 
Zhu. 2007; Shengfu et 0/.. 2000; Zuwei et 0/.• 2006). 

2.3. Characterization of PEG·CB monolayer 

The PEG·CB monolayer was characterized by contact angle and 
Electron Spectroscopy for Chemical Analysis (ESCA) (Thermo VG
Scientific. Sigma Probe) analyses. Contact angle is a preliminary 
metric. for understanding material surface properties and the 
effects of surface treatments. ESCA is a quantitative spectroscopic 
technique that measures elemental composition. . 

2.4. SPR spectroscopic.measurement 

A home-built SPR biosensor (Chen et al., 2005) based on the 
Kretschmann configuration using attenuated total refection (ATR). 
combined with the flow analysis System, was used to monitor 
recognition interaction between PEG.CB monolayer and HSA. The 
sensor chip was attached to the prism base. and optical contact was 
established using a refractive index matching fluid (n =1.778). 

A p-polarized light wave from 632.8 nm wavelength He-Ne laser. 
as a light source, is incident directly at an internal angle of eat the 
gold-prism interface. This SPR metrology system has an angular 
accuracy of 0.0001° and is capable of yielding precise analytical 
data. To obtain interaction measurements, the SPR was first 
stabilized ina carries buffer for 15 min. When the system reached a 
steady state. the sample (HSA) was injected for 30 min (flow rate 
0.46 p.l/min). Then. the carries buffer was used for washing for a 
period of 30 min. Finally. 1 N NaOH was injected for 1 min . for 
regeneration. 

.3. Results 

3.1. Characterization ofPEG-CB monolayer 

Contact angle is a powerful technique for interpret the surface 

quality. The contact angle of bare Au was 69.7°. After forming the 

PEG monolayer. the contact angle was changed from 69.7· to 30.2'. 

The angle change was attributed to the OH functional group of PEG, 

which is more hydrophilic than a bare Au surface. When the CB was 

immobilized on PEG monolayer, the contact angle was changed 

from 30.2" to 34.6°, This change was not significant due to the 

ligand of CB, which contains three acidic sulfonate grouP? and four 

basic primary and secondary amino groups (Martins et at, 2003). 

To verify whether or not CB was immobilized on the PEG surface. 

the ESCA was used to confirm the elements of chip surface. All 

SAMs were analyzed by ESCA. This technique was used to verify the 

presence of CB. The modification of the PEG s4rface with CB was 

corroborated by the presence of nitrogen in the region of 400 eV 

(Fig. 2(a». Only one peak of nitrogen was found and was assigned 

to the nitrogen of the CB molecule. It can prove the CB was 

immobilized successfully. Fig. 2{b) illustrates the ESCA spectra of 

the S for SAMs with CB. The monolayer exhibits an RS- peak at 

162 eV, which is a characteristic of thiolates on gold (David et aL. 


• .1996). The other peak at 168 eV is-associated with sulfur bound to ' 
three oxygen atoms (503 -). The existence ofnitrogen and oJ:tidized 
sulfur evidenced that the CB was immobilized on the PEG 
monOlayer., According to the peak analysis. the peak area ratio 
of168 eV and 162 eVwas 0.18.ltis obvious that the component of 
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PEG-CB is about 6%. The result is similar to previous literature 
(Martins et al., 2003). Based on these results, we could assume that 
the HSA biosensor had fabricated successfully. 

32. SPR spectroscopic measurement 

To characterize the SPRsystem response, the lysozyme (0.1 mgt 
ml) was tested for non-specific. adsorption corresponding to 
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Fig. 4. The adsorption of the PEG-CB monolayer and the HSA spectrum of the four 
kinds of solutions. in different pH value and salt concentration. 

0.1 mg/ml HSA, followed by the PEG-CB monolayer. The typical 
results of these experiments are presented in Fig. 3. The SPR signal 
gram obtained for two samples are easily distinguishable and the 
PEG-CB monolayer was highly specific to HSA. 

Fig. 4 presents the dependence on the adsorption ofthe PEG-CB 
monolayer and the HSA spectrum with different solutions. These 
results indicate that pH of the binding solution could have an 
important effect on the adsorption equilibrium. of HSA. The 
maximum signal change was observed at about 2500 resonance 
unit (R.U.) at pH 4. As the pH value changes from 5 to 7. the HSA 
adsorption decreased by about 67-80%. Furthermore, the SPR 
signal shift was decreased about 67-80% with decreasing pH value 
below 4. Therefore. pH is an important factor which influences 
recognition between HSA and CB. 

The effects of ionic strength on HSA adsorption are also 
presented in Fig. 4. The effect of ionic strength was adjusted by 
using NaCI. The adsorption capacity increased with increasing 

. 	ionic strength of the carry buffer. The adsorption of HSA increased 
about 50% as NaCl concentration increased from 0.05 to 0.15 M. 
The maximum signal change was observed at an ionic strength of 
0.05 M. These results indicated that a buffer at pH 4 with a 0.05 M 
NaCI is optimum condition 'for detecting HSA. 
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acetic acid-sodium acetate buffer pH .. 4. contains 0.05 M sodium chloride.There 
are four different cOncentrations; am mg/ml, 0.02 mg/ml, 0.05 mg/ml and 
0.1 mg/ml. 



From the above results. we can conclude that the best condition 
to detect HSA is 0.1 M acetic acid-sodium acetate buffer at pH 4 
containing 0.05 M sodium chloride. To estimate the detectable 
range for clinical diagnosis application. we designed a concentra
tion range of HSA between 0.01 and 0.1 mg/ml. which contains 
normal physiology range (lower 0.02 mg/ml) and microalbumi
nuria range (between 0.02 mg/ml and 0.1 mg/ml) (Spyridon et af.. 
2005) for measurement Fig. 5 shows the standard curve (n ~ 3) of 
HSA.ln the range ofthe experiments. the concentration ofHSA and 
SPR signal exhibited a good linear fitting (R =0.998. P < 0.0001 ).In 
our system, the detecting limit is 4 J.Lg/ml. The results show that 
the SPR system is sensible to investigate the changes in HSA 
concentration in a normal physiology and microalbuminuria 
range. Therefore, the SPR system has good potential for .clinical 
diagnosis. 

4. Discussion 

4.1. The effect ofpH 

The range of the pH value studied covers the HSA's isoelectric 
point (pI), which is about 4.7-5.2. Based on the previous study 
(Galina and Dimo. 2006). the HSAstructure is composed of three 0'.

helix domains, with each. domain having its own charge 
characteristics. The possible active sites of CB which will allow 
it to react with·the proteins are S03H, NH2, and NH. As the pKa of 
S03H is about 0.7-1.0, its reaction medium becomes negative, and 
as the pKa ofNH~ and NH are between 7.7 and 11.7. the reaction 
medium witn these active sites becomes positive (Sosnovsky and 
Bell. 1998; Stephan et al, 2003). 

Fig. 4 shows the effect'of pH on the adsorption of HSA onto the 
PEG-CB mpnolay~r. In all the investigated experiments. the 
maximum adsorption of HSA was observed at pH 4.0. which 
was near the isoelectric point of HSA.In additiOl.l, the net charge of 
HSA at this pH was close to zero. According to previously study, 
near the isoelectric point, the maximum protein adsorption was 
usually ob.served since tl)e charge of HSA was closed to zero' 
(Handan et a1., 2003). On the other hand. the minimum adsorption 
ofHSA was observed at pH 7.4. At this pH, the HSA charge and the 
active sites of S03H in CB were both negative. Thus. the 
electrostatic interaction (long-term force) was repulsed and there 
was no possibility of forming a complex through hydrophobic 
interaction (short-term force). These results directed the electro
static interaction was one of important factors could affect the 
binding process. . 

4.2. The effect ofsalt concentration 

Electrostatic interaction is protected by the presence of ions. 
With respect to the composition ofproteins. the polar and the non
polar regions are separated. Increasing the ionic strength could 
enhance the hydrophobic interaction because the electrostatic 
interaction is protected. The effect of ionic strength on HSA 
adsorption is illustrated in Fig. 4.ft can be seen that the ads.orption 
capacity rapidly increases at an ionic strength in 0.05 M. The 
increase in the adsorption capacity with increasing in the ionic 
strength can be attributed to the repulsive electrostatic interac
tions and enhance the hydrophobic interaction between the CB and 
the HSA. When the salt concentration increases in the adsorption 
buffer, the sulfonic add groups:. of the CB binds with sodium ions, 
which could lead to low protein adsorption (Kassab et al., 2000). 
However, in pH 4, t.lJe charge of HSA was closed to zero and the 
protein adsorption was usually observed by the hydrophobic 
interaction (Handan et 01.,.2003). 

hydrophobic interaction. To compare the condition with 0.05 M 
salt and without salt, the SPR signal was actually increased by 
adding the salt. This showed that adding salt could raise 
hydrophobic force. This effect benefited the short-term force 
(hydrophobic force) and enhanced the HSA adsorption. This result 
also exhibited that the hydrophobic interaction was another one of 
important factors could affect the binding process. 

5. Conclusion 

This work demonstrates that SPR can successfully detect .and 
quantify HSA binding to the PEG-CB monolayer through a specific 
interaction. The optimum condition for detecting HSA is 0.1 M 
acetic acid-sodium acetate buffer at pH 4 containing 0.05 M 
sodium chloride. The detecting linear response appeared in the 
range of 0.D1-0.1 mg/ml HSA and the detecting limit is 4 J.Lg/ml. In 
addition. the interactions between CB and HSA may result both 
from fhe ionization states of several groups on both the CB and the 
amino acid side chains of the HSA. The results also directed the 
electrostatic interaction and hydrophobic interaction were the 
important factors could affect the binding mechanism. 
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Both of the PSMA colloidal monolayer and multilayer were transformed to ordered porous monolayers 
in large-scale through selective solvent treatment The pore formation is an in situ structure inversion 
process and the core-shell-like structure of PSMA colloid plays a critical role In pore formation and 
stab!l!zation. The ordered porous polymer films. prepared by this method. can be used as a template for 
fabricating metal dot-arrays with large areas. 

Ii:) 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 

1. 1.lntroduction 

Two-dimensional (20) ordered micro/mesoporous polymer 
films have attracted considerable attention for their applications 
in various areas such as catalysis [11. photonic band-gap materials 
[21. surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) [31. cell cultures 
[41. high-density magnetic or optical information storage [5,61. The 
method USing colloidal monolayers as templates has been widely 
used in the creation ofvarious2D micro/mesoporous strucfures [7]. 
Typically. the ordered porous films are fabricated by the infiltration 
method [B].ln the process. the voids between colloidal spheres are 
infiltrated with sol-gel or polymeric precursors. When the precur
sors are solidified, the porous films can be obtained by removing 
the colloidal templates through wet-etchingor thermal decompo
sition. However, the infiltration method is difficult to create the 
pores in diameter much smaller than the colloids. Recently. an alter
native method based on the in situ structure inversion has been 
developed [9-12J. Iii a typical process. the dual-component col
loid was converted to porous structure through thermal siqtering 
or solvent extraction of the soluble component [10]. However, the 
colloids with specially designed structure limit the wide applica
tions of this method and multi-step treatment would inevitably 
increase the number ofdefects in the final porous structure. There

• 	 Corresponding author. Tel.: +8610 62784561: fax: +861062796171. 
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fore. it is highly desirable to develop this method in popularity and 
simplicity. 

In this paper. we report a simple route to fabricate the ordered 
porous monolayer in large-scale based on the in situ structure 
inversion of a dual-component colloid. This method is also, effec
tive to transfer the colloidal multilayer as well as monolayer 
into porous monolayer. The highly monodispersed poly(styrene
co-methacrylic acid) (PSMA) colloids are used as the candidate.' 
PSMA colloids. which contain styrene (St) and methacrylic acid 
(MM) units. can be easily synthesized with high monodispersity 
(size dispersity much, less than 5%) by surfactant-free emul
sion polymerization. [n this case. PSMA colloids are endued with 
"core-shell"-Iike structure in characteristic with St rich in core and 
MM rich in hydrated shell [131. The strategy of this method is· 
shown in Scheme 1. First, the highly monodispersed PSMA co[
loids self-assemble into colloidal crystal (monolayer or multilayer) 
on pretreated silicon surface. Second, the colloidal crystal is ori
entedly dipped into a selective solvent (for example of toluene). 
which is good solvent for polystylene (PS) unIts and poor solvent 
for poly(methacrylic add) (PMM) units. and treated for a short 
(for monolayer) or long (for multilayer) time to fulfill the colloidal 
structure inversion. In this stage. the selective solvent initiates the 
change ofcolloidal structure. Solvent extraction drives the PS units 
in the core removed or locationally rearranged, which leads to 
the pore formation. In addition. the weak interaction between the 
solvent and the PMM units stabilizes the pore structure. In this 
way. the colloidal monolayer is directly transferred into ordered 

www.elsevier.com/locate/colsurfa
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Scheme 1. Fabrication orordered porous monolayers through solvent-Induced structure inversion. 
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porous monolayer. while the inversion of the colloidal multilayer 
undergoes a more complicated process, which will be detailed 
in following parts. Finally. the formed porous structure is quickly 
fixed by washing with another solvent, such as acetone, to remove 
the selective solvent and drying under air stream or nitrogen 
gas. . 

2. Experimental details 

2.1. Colloidal synthesis and characterization 

Mono-dispersed P5MA colloids were synthesized by typi
cal surfactant-free emulsion polymerization. The 5t and MM 
monomers were distilled before polymerization. The weight ratio 
of 5t to MM was 9:1. and ammonium persulfate «NH4)z520S) 
was used as initiator. Polymerization was carried out in a 250 ml 
flask and the monomer mixture of 9 g 5t and 1 g MM was added 
into 80 ml deionized water under stirring. NaHCOJ (0.24 g) was 
then added to the system to adjust the pH of emulsion. After that, 
the mixture was heated to 60"C and 0.08 g (NH4)z520S in 20 ml 
water was added and the temperature was raised to 80"C and 
the polymerization was carried out at the temperature for 10h. 
For characterization, the resulted latex was collected by filtration, 
dialyzed and dried. 

22. Preparation Ofcolloidal monolayer and multilayer.. 

Colloidal monolayers on silicon wafer surface were prepared 
using vertical deposition method. As substrates, N-doped sili
con (100) wafers were immerged in the mixture ofH2504/H202 
(98%H250;:30%H202 .. 7:3. v/v) for 8 h at room temperature, then 
were ultrasonic treated in acetone. ethanol and deionized water 
respectively for three times before use. The initial colloidal emul
sion was dialyzed with a large amount of deionized water and 
was diluted to 1wt%. The silicon wafers were vertically dipped 
in the colloidal solution and the solution was slowly sucked 
out through a syringe. By controlling the decreasing velocity of 
the liquid surface level of the solution, colloidal monolayers or 
multilayer formed on silicon wafer surfaces. The formed col
loidal crystals were vacuum-dried at 30 "C for 12 h before further 
experiments. . 

2.3. Porousfilm formation 

The silicon wafers with the colloidal crystals on the sur
faces were horizontally placed in toluene at room temperature 
for controllable periods. Then the substrates were taken out 

with air stream and under vacuum at 30"C for 12h for further 
characterization. 

2.4. Fabrication ofNi dot arrays 

Porous templates were treated in a SE reactive ion etching 
machine with oxygen at 60 sccm. 10-2Torr and 30 W for 10 s. After 
then Ni metal was deposited on templates. the porous templates 
were removed by ultrasonication in toluene for 15 min. 

2.5. Characterization 

Z-average diameters and size distributions of the latex parti
cles were measured with dynamic laser light scattering (Zetasizer 
3000 H5, Malvern Instruments Ltd., equipped with a 633 nm light 
source and detectqr angle is 90"). The surface morphology of col
loidal monolayer and porous film were imaged with a scanning 
electron microscope UEOl FE5EM 6301 ) operated with an accelerat
ing voltage of 5 kV. The samples. were previously coated with thin 
gold layers before SEM measurements. Atomic force microscopic 
(~FM) images were recorded in the tapping mode with a scanning 
probe microscope (ilia. Digital Instruments). Nuclear magnetic res
onance (1 H NMR) spectra in chloroform-dJ (CDCIJ) were recorded 
on aJEOlJNM-ECA600 NMRspectrometer. The dialyzed latex solu
tion was dried to collect the P5MA polymer for NMR measurement. 
The molar fraction of carbon and oxygen elements on the colloidal 
multilayer surface and porous film was measured by X-ray pho
toelectron spectroscopy (XPS) (PHI Quantera SXM, Scanning X-ray 
Microprobe). The contact angles ofwater on the colloidal multilayer 
surface and porous film were measured with the standard sessile 
drop technique by using a Dataphysics contact angle meter OCA
20. A water drop (2 ILL) was made on the tip ofa syringe and placed 
on a surface by moving the sample stage vertically until contact 
was made between the water drop and the surface. An image of the 
droplet was taken through a CCD camera and enlarged on computer 
screen. Contact angles were obtained by using the equipped soft
ware based on Young-Laplace fitting method. The contact angles 
reported in this paper are advancing contact angles. The pH value of 
the latex solution was m~asured by an acidimeter(PH5-,25C, Kangyi 
Corp., China). 

3. Results and discussion 

Fig. l(a) shows a tYpical scanning electron microscopy (5EM) 
image of the colloidal mono layers on silicon wafers. It can be seen 
that the colloids self-assembled into a hexagonal-c1osj'!-pac1<ed 2D 
lattice: The average colloidal diameter was measured as 290 nm 
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Vert distance 199.55 nm 
Fig.1. (a) SEM image ofthe colloidal monolayer: (b) the porous monolayer image from top-view: (c) the porous monolayer image from side view; and (d)3D IIFM image of 
the porous monolayer and the depth profile of a pores line. 

covered the supporting surface for about several square centimeters 
without apparent macroscopic defects. 

The colloidal monolayer was directly transferred to ordered 
porous films by dipping in selective solvent, toluene. Fig. 1 (b) shows 
a 5EM image of the porous films, which were obtained by horizon
tally placing the monolayer-covered substrates in toluene for 40 s 
at room temperature. The pore width is 210 nm in average. which is 
less than the colloidal diameter. and the average center-to-center 
distance between the pores is about 290 nm. which indicate's no 
obvious shrinkage occurred during the porous structure formation. 
The inserted Fourier transformation of the porous pattern reveals 
that the high periodicity of the porous films and large-scale porous 
monolayer could be easily obtained by this method (Figure 51, Sup
portinglnformation)[14J. An interesting observation from the other 
inserted image is that every pore has a distinguishable ring to be 
differed from each other (Figure S2. Supporting Information) (14). 
which indicates that the PMM rich shell is strong enough to sta
bilize the pore structure. Fig. 1 (c) gives a SEM image of the porous 
monolayer edge. The faultless round walls of the marginal pores 
indicate that the pore formation initiates from the colloidal centres 
instead of the voids between the colloids. In addition. the un ruined 
porous wall further demonstrates the stabilization ofthe PMM rich 
shell during porous structure "formation. Fig. 1 (d) shows a 3D atomic 
force microscopy (AFM) image of part of the porous films and the 
depth profile ofone line of the pores. The average pore depth is near 
200 nm. which shows that the pores almost penetrate the films and 
are deep enough for mask applications. 

The colloidal multilayer undergoes a more complicated process 
in the porous monolayer fabrication. Experimentally. when a col
loidal multilayer consisting of three monolayers (see Figure 53. 
5upporting Information) [14J was treated in toluene for short time 
(40 s), only the outmost layer was transferred into porous structure 
(Fig. 2a). which is similar with the COlloidal monolayer. However, 
when treated with toluene for longer time (60-705), the inner col

loids'were gradually transferred into pores and the outmost porous 
film was gradually ruined (Fig. 2b) and finally removed by solvent 
(Fig. 2c). When the toluene treatment time reached 90s, only the 
innermost layer was left and transferred into porous monolayer 
(Fig.2d). Although the extract process is not clear. it is believed that 
the outer layers of the multilayer were layer-by-Iayered peeled off 
and the last layer was left It is noteworthy that at the final stage 
PMM units play an important role in the side-wall stabilization: 
PMM units maintain the pore structure in toluene for longer time 
than PS based on their poor interaction with toluene and strong 
interaction with hydrated silicon surface. Therefore, the outlayers 
could be cleaned away without any remains, which enables the 
fabrication of the porous monolayer from colloidal multilayer. 

To investigate the mechanism of the pore formation, we treated 
the P5MA colloidal monolayers with toluene for different time and 
imaged the structure variation with SEM. Fig. 3 gives four typi
cal structure images during the pore formation when the colloidal 
monolayers were treated with toluene for about 10 s, 25 s, 60 sand 
'75 s. respectively. When the colloidal monolayer was treated for 
10 s. the colloids conglutinated each other and most of the voids 
within colloids disappeared, several colloids even cracked (Fig. 3a). 
When the colloidal monolayer was. treated for 25 s. porous struc
ture appeared (Fig. 3b). Prolonging the treating time to 60 s. the 
pore was extended in width and depth and a few of the pores 
were even opened in the joint area (Fig. 3c). When the colloidal 
monolayer was treated for even longer time (75s), the pores were 
severely ruined while the remains nevertheless outlined the porous 
structure. and some isolated porous walls could maintain their inte
grality (Fig. 3d). 

The difference of the surface properties and surf'ace elements 
between the colloidal monolayer and the obtained porous film 
were studied to further examine the rearrangement of the poly
meric units. As have been reported by several other researchers 
that not all of the methacrylic acid could be incorporated into the 
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Fig.;Z. (a) SSM image of colloidal multilayer with porous structure In outmost layer: (b) SSM image ofcolloidal multilayer with porous structure in the outmost and sub-layer; 
(c) SSM image of partially ruined porous structure In outmost layer; and (d) SSM image of porous monolayer. 

latexes in the process of emulsion polymerization for methacrylate and methyl group, respectively. And consequent calculation reveals 
ion produced substantial amounts ofwater-soluble polyelectrolyte that the weight ratio of the polymerized St and MAA units was 
115J, we measured the actual weight ratio of St and MAA units in about 13:1. Compared to the feeding weight ratio of St:MAA". 9:1 
latex. 1H NMR spectroscopy was used to measure the bulk compo~ in our experiment, we can see that not all of the hydrophilic MAA 
sitions of the copolymer latex and the result is shown in Figure 54 (methacrylic acid) units were polymerized into latex and the aver
(see Supporting Information) [141. The peaks at 0= 6.20-7.10 ppm age molar contents of C and 0 elements is calculated to be 91.5% 
and 0'" 0.85 ppm are contributed to the hydrogens of phenyl ring and 8.5%, respectively. In addition. the molar contents of C and 0 

Fig.3. SSM images of the surface morphologies when the colloidal monolayer was treated with toluene for (a) lOs, (b) 255, (e) 60s and (d) 75 s. 
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Fig.4. SEM images of Ni dot arrays with top view. 

elements on colloid surface were measured by XPS to be 81.62% 
and 18.38%. Moreover, pH measurement of the dialyzed latex solu
tion showed that the latex solution was acidic (pH is about 5.5). All 
these demonstrated the MAA rich-in-shell structure ofthe colloids. 
When the colloid monolayer changed to be porous film. the molar 
contents ofCand 0 elements on surface were measured to be 91.42% 
and 8.58% (Figure 55. Supporting Information) 1141. Obviously. the 
oxygen content at the surface ofthe porous films decrease. In addi
tion. the porous film is more hydrophobic than that of the colloidal 
monolayer. The contact angles of colloidal monolayer and porous 
films are about 10° and 93.1°, respectively. 

All the above results indicate that the porous monolayers are 
formed through a solvent-induced structure inversion. As pre
viously reported in some literatures (13.151. the PSMA colloid 
polymerized with surfactant-free emulsion polymerization has a 
core-sheil-Iilce structure. Before solvent treatment. the PMAA units 
are rich in the colloidal shell and most PS units are in the colloidal 
core. When the colloids were treated with toluene. a good solvent 
for PS. the PS-rlch cores were swollen and the colloids gradually 
conglutinated with each other and resulted in a "flat" film. This 
transformatic;m was also observed when the colloidal arrays were 
annealed under toluene vapour. When the film was further exposed 
to toluene. the PS-rich segments moved out of the core region. Part 
of them were taken off and the rest were d riven by surface tension 
not onjy to form an interface layer between the solvent and the 
PMA-rich segments. but also to fill the gaps in the original inter
stitial sites for its own surface energy minimization. Due to the 
shrinkage of the PMAA-rich segments in the solvent. the St-rich 
surface further adjusts morphology to form the rim of the pores. In 
short. the solyent dissolving effect leads the PS units to be extracted 
and fill in the voids. and the poor interaction ofsolvent with PMAA 
units makes the shell-rich PMAA units in situ stabilized. Based on 
this kind ofcollaboration. the PSMA colloidal monolayer completes 
its structure inversion. As to the colloidal mUltilayer, it is believed 
that the colloidal structure inversion is the same as that of the col
loidal monolayer although the exact process ofthe layer-by-Iayered 
peeling off needs further study, 

The ordered porous polymer films, prepared by this method, 
can show applications In diversified areas. As an example of the 
applications. the ordered porous films were used as a template to 
fabricate Ni dot-arrays. Fig.4 shows the Ni arrays fabricateaby using 
the polymeric template, which was prepared with a 290 nm St-co
MA colloidal crystals. In the process. the porous template was first 
treated with reactive ion etching (RIE) to remove the thin bottom 
layer at the de'ep end of the pores. Ni was then deposited by vac

uum 

washing in toluene. the polymeric template was removed and the 

Ni dot-arrays were formed on the substrate. The surface coverage 

by the metallic elements is high at th!,! unit density. This is impor

tant for applications such as plasmonics and information storage. 

where the readout signal can be maximIzed. 


4. Conclusion 

In conclusion. both of the PSMA colloidal monolayer and mul
tilayer could be transformed to ordered porous monolayers in 
large-scale through selective solvent treatmentThe pore formation 
is an in situ structure inversion process and the core-shell structure 
ofPSMA colloid plays a critical role in pore formation and stabiliza
tion. The ordered porous polymer films. prepared by this method. 
show great applications in diversified areas. such as a template for 
fabricating mental dot-arrays. nanowire-arrays, which contributes 
to the potential application in storage, catalysis. and batteries. 
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